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 On 31 December 2019 COVID-19 case was first reported in Wuhan China as a respiratory disease. With the 

declaration of World Health Organization (WHO) as a global pandemic, Covid-19 Virus is spreading globally at a 

faster rate. Despite its in more than 204 countries in the world, Malawi as of 31 March 2019 is among the countries 
that have not registered any case. Looking at its economic, political and health status its recommended that the 

authorities should strengthen more preventive measures in order to prevent the pandemic to enter into Malawi. 
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BACKGROUND 

On 31 December 2019 first case of new of pneumonia of 

corona virus was registered in Wuhan, Hubei province in China 

now known as the COVID-19 which is caused by Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV2), symptoms 

include cough, fever and shortness of breath (1-3). COVID-19 

Virus is a kind of zoonotic pathogens that is able to be 

transmitted through both animal and human contacts (3,5). On 

11 March 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared 

the COVID-19 as a global pandemic, since then COVID-19 cases 

has been increasing rapidly up to 697,244 confirmed cases, 

33,257 deaths in over more than 204 countries as at 31 March 

(4). As a global pandemic many countries have taken necessary 

measures to prevent and control, in order to reduce the 

mortality rate and other impacts the virus is causing in all 

sectors of development within and beyond the borders of an 

economy, yet still there are few countries as at 31 March 2020 

that they have not registered any case of COVID-19 and one of 

them is Malawi. 

CURRENT STATUS IN MALAWI 

Malawi is a landlocked country located in the southern part 

of Africa with a total population of close to 17.5 Million and its 

GDP of as at 7 billion USD representing 0.01 of the world’s total 

GPD which also ranked it as one of the poor country in the 

world (6). Being in a region where all of its bordering countries 

have registered cases of Covid-19 the risk is high and that they 

is a lot of speculations about the virus in Malawi, and that many 

people are leaving with fear and anxiety, it therefore makes 

sense that regardless that the COVID-19 has not reached 

Malawi yet the government must put in place all the necessary 

measures that will help in the prevention of the pandemic. This 

perspective looks at the current situation of COVID-19 in 

Malawi as compared with other African countries situations. 

MALAWI HEALTH SYSTEM STATUS 

Malawi healthy system is under the Ministry of Healthy 

(MOH) which is responsible and act as the overseeing body of 

all healthy related matters in the Country, while this is so the 

health services in Malawi are provided through the public 

under MOH and the private sector, the private sector is grouped 

by those specifically aimed at profit making and those not 

specifically aimed at profit making like mission hospital and 

other not profit making organization (6). In Malawi they are 

only four main Central hospitals that operate at high referral 

level where there is high expertise and specialists’ attentions, 

from there comes District hospital in each and every district 

that also has some level of referral but not as compared to the 

central hospital, then lastly health Centre’s, dispensaries and 

other village clinics that attends to small issues. Malawi has 

been for the past years faced with some other epidemics and 

pandemic and that it is still fighting some like Cholera and 

HIV/Aids (7). Despite this experience, COVID-19 is another kind 

of the pandemic that has seen world powerful economies with 

improved and high rated medical healthy system struggling to 

prevent and control the spread of the virus including running 

out of the testing material’s, masks, ventilators and other 

essential medical equipment, as a results they is need for 

proper prevention measures to be implemented in order to 

avoid it and that necessary arrangements must be done in 

preparing the healthy system for the pandemic in case its 

registered in the country. The donation of testing kits, masks 

and other medical equipment’s to be used to fight COVID-19 by 

the Alibaba foundation to all African countries has also boosted 
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Malawi medical equipment’s which currently is not sufficient 

enough (8). 

POLITICAL STATUS 

Recently the High court siting as Constitutional court in 

Malawi nullified the presidential elections which was followed 

by many demonstrations across the country (9). As the 

electoral body in Malawi announced the calendar for the re-

elections of presidential polls, the people are expected to go 

into the polls by July 2019 but with the outbreak COVID-19 the 

future is in dilemma as nobody knows as to when the pandemic 

will end, regardless of this situation, leaders are encouraged by 

the WHO to enforce preventive and control measures that they 

protect their citizens and one of it is lockdown which has 

proved to be a working measures for many countries (10). As 

such Malawi has already been declared as a state of disaster by 

the current leader in order to protect its citizen from the virus. 

ECONOMIC STATUS 

Due to the political instability the country economy has 

been negatively affected as many businesses were disturbed 

by demonstration as it was projected by the World bank (11). 

COVID-19 impacts have not only affected major economies, as 

a landlocked country, Malawi has also been affected as most of 

its raw materials, medical suppliers and other end products are 

imported from other countries (7). Malawi depends mostly on 

agriculture for its GDP and food security and currently most 

farmers are still in the process of farming with special interest 

to tobacco as the main cash crop and maize for food security, 

now with the COVID-19 will mean that even farmers will need 

to reduce and eventually stop all agriculture activities as one 

way of preventing the spread of the virus which is very difficult 

and will have huge negative impact on Malawi economy in the 

future (12,13). 

OTHER AFRICAN COUNTRIES STATUS 

As at 31 March 2020, 40 countries out of 47 Countries in 

Africa had registered with COVID-19 cases, registering 3786 

confirmed cases and 77 deaths in total (14). With the guidance 

of the WHO almost all their countries in Africa have responded 

to the calls and advises given by the WHO by starting to 

restricting and crossing all the land borders, sea and flights 

entries into and outside the countries and only allowing 

essential activities to be being transported (15). Furthermore, 

for example some countries like Tanzania, Algeria, Djibouti, 

Kenya, Morocco, Zambia, etc. have taken restrictions measures 

on public gatherings and internal travelling too, while some 

countries like Rwanda and South Africa have taken further 

measures on lockdown. Rwanda on Saturday 21 March 

announced 14 days lockdown while the South African 

government on Monday March 23 announced a 21 days 

countrywide lockdown in order to reduce the number of cases 

which are increasing at the faster rate, South Africa currently is 

the leading country with highest confirmed number of cases in 

the Africa continent, the full lockdown has made South Africa 

and Rwanda to be among the African Country which has joined 

other countries outside Africa like India, China, France, Italy, 

New Zealand, Spain, USA and Poland etc. in total lockdown 

(16,17). It looks that there is great coordination between the 

WHO and countries as the countries has shown much effort in 

combating this deadly pandemic by following the WHO 

measures. 

MALAWI STEPS TAKEN IN COMPARISON 

WITH OTHER AFRICAN COUNTRIES 

The Malawi government so far has taken some 

recommendable measures. Firstly, by appointing Special 

Cabinet Committee on Corona virus which started in operative 

on 7th March 2020 with an aim of providing a policy guidance 

and looking at all top-level matters concerning the COVID-19 

pandemic (18) and it further announced the country as a state 

of disaster on March 21 2020, across the country they have 

banned street vending, public gatherings including religious 

gatherings, wedding ceremony, pubs etc. On 23rd March 2020 

the Ministry of Education announced closure of all schools, 

colleges in both public and private sector in order to combat 

the COVID-19. Since the announcement of the state of 

emergency just like other African countries the Malawi 

government has also closed its land boarders and have 

restricted air flights with special announcement to suspend all 

international fights starting from 1 April 2020 whereby allowing 

only transportations of goods and services that are essential to 

the country. People have been also communicated on the 

prevention and control measures like to use masks, wash their 

hands with soap, use of sanitizer and reporting to the nearest 

hospitals if they have any unusual symptoms in order to 

improve their hygiene as some of the ways laid down in helping 

to prevent and control the Virus (4,19) , also self-quarantine 

measures has been put in place to all visitors that may arrive 

from high risk areas which is argued by many people that it’s 

not effective way as people may not be abiding to self-

quarantine properly as compared to if a government 

quarantine is provided, this is so because effective quarantine 

measures have also proved to be key in reducing the spread of 

the virus (20). Combating the COVID-19 is a challenging task to 

all the countries affected due to its mode of transmission, the 

rate at which cases and mortality rate are increasing each and 

every day in the whole world. Malawi therefore can learn to 

improve on its current measures upon looking at examples of 

other developing economies on the way they are preventing 

and controlling the virus and the way they are struggling to 

control it (4,5,21), in continuation, though they is limited 

number of testing’s kits but its recommended to review the 

ways of screening COVID-19 approach and testing of 

population that may have any symptoms at large (22) in order 

to fully be assured that we don’t have any case and to fully 

prepare as new cases are keep of being reported each and 

every day. 

CONCLUSION 

COVID-19 as a global pandemic has brought a huge 

negative impact to all the sectors of the developments within 

countries and outside the boarders, its high time then that 

Countries work together and learn from each other on how to 

combat this pandemic. Malawi as one of developing nation 

should therefore continue and improve the current measures 

that are in place regardless of its economic impact which may 
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brought in order to prevent the pandemic as it is been 

witnessed on how the developed and other developing 

countries with well medical systems are struggling to fight it, 

therefore prevention would be the best way for Malawi and 

other remaining countries that are yet to register the COVID-19 

cases in order to avoid imported cases. Through working 

together each person taking his part by following all the WHO 

and specific countries measures that are put in place it is 

believed that this pandemic will be fought and we will win. 
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